
Minutes for 8th Meeting of Fintech Study Group 

 

1. Difference of the environment of FinTech industry between Japan and overseas 

i. Features of Japanese FinTech market and financial service market  

 The situation was pointed out that in the field of loan, Japanese customer values 
timeliness and credit facility, while customer in other countries values low 
interest rate. 

ii. Trend of overseas FinTech market 

 There was an opinion that when offering FinTech services in Asia, communication 
with local government is important. 

 To offer FinTech services in Asia, 3 prerequisites must be cleared. First, 
financial institution which offers infrastructure. Second, technology. Third, the 
understanding of government, which authorizes license. 

 There was an opinion that in the US, expectation toward FinTech has been peaked 
out. 

 In FinTech market, only the field of loan and accounting is remarkably 
expanding, in other fields many companies are struggling.  

iii. Difference of customers’ needs in different countries 

 There was an opinion that understanding the difference of customers’ needs 
between different countries is important. 

 In the US, the background of expansion of venture companies which offer loan 
is that, students pay their tuition by themselves, so there was a strong 
demand for low-interest student loan. In Japan, it is often that parents pay the 
tuition, so it is difficult for loan business to expand. It is important to develop 
business according to the situation in Japan.  

 In order to attract risk money from individual, Japan has been promoting 
capital market reform for several years. On the other hand, in western 
countries, governance reform has been focused on stopping people from 
taking excessive risk. Given this difference, although asset management 
service, such as Wealthfront is struggling in the US, it may has large growth 
potential in Japan.  

 To expand FinTech services to ASEAN countries, service for feature phone 
must be considered. 

2. Initiatives Japanese government and companies should take to make Japan’s FinTech 
industry competitive in the global market  

i. Initiatives Japanese government should take 

 There was an opinion that the process of license authorization to FinTech 
companies should be more rapid and transparent. 

 Web services for other industries could launch a beta version promptly, and 
improve it time to time. However, in Japan, it takes time to obtain license for 
financial services, so it takes time to launch a beta version. As a result, 
prediction of cash flow and fund raising tend to be challenging for venture 
companies. 



 Japan should make its regulation transparent for overseas companies. 
Initiatives such as ease of regulation, offering a trial environment which is 
similar to Regulatory Sandbox in the UK, and increasing the speed of license 
authorization is required. 

 To activate Japanese Fintech market, making the timeline of license 
authorization visible is important. 

 There was an opinion that government should take initiatives to support 
companies which offer FinTech services. 

 To support Japanese companies’ expansion to overseas, making license 
authorized in Japan valid in other countries is effective. Japanese government 
should appeal to overseas authorities about this matter. 

 In Singapore, the regulator is working together with the financial industry on 
innovation. This is a good example for Japanese government about 
government’s involvement in FinTech. 

 There was an opinion that financial education for young generation is important. 

 In Japan, population is declining, so it is important to appeal to young people 
for financial services. Increasing financial literacy of young generation is 
required. For example, actions such as carrying out financial education in 
school, and making tax return compulsory to raise the awareness of income 
and asset should be taken. 

ii. Initiatives Japanese companies should take 

 Opinions on ways to activate investment toward Japanese companies was 
presented. 

 Japan is not attracting investment from overseas, because innovation is few in 
Japan. This is a common issue for both big companies and venture companies. 
To promote innovation, acquisition of the international point of view through 
activation of alliance and expand business to overseas (avoidance of 
Galapagos) is important.  

 To attract risk money, it is required to increase the acquisition case of venture 
company by big companies. 

 There was an opinion that increasing fluidity of human resource could contribute 
to strengthening the competitiveness of FinTech companies. 

 In FinTech companies, communication gap occurs among engineer with 
background of web services, engineer with financial IT systems and people 
from financial institution, which reduce efficiency. One solution is to increase 
fluidity of human resource, and increase the opportunity for people to be 
exposed to different culture.  

 There was an opinion that basic financial services in Japan should be improved. 

 While Japan is attracting tourists from foreign countries, ATM which could 
withdraw cash from a foreign card is very few. Also, in small and medium sized 
companies, paperless and cloud-based work have a lot of space to improve. 

 There was an opinion that customer experience should be improved, and 
collaboration is important. 

 Technology itself is important, while using the technology to improve 
customer experience is more important. Also, examples of improving 
customer experience through collaboration among banks, as well as 



collaboration between banks and venture companies are many. It is 
necessary to recognize the validity of collaboration.  

END 


